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In our English language we have a number of words that we know are 
somehow the same and yet we pronounce them very differently. Let's take a 
look at the phonetic form of some of these words, in particular, certain 
vowel sounds. In the tables below, the underlined vowels in columns 1, 2, 
and 3 are phonetically different from each other. At the head of each 
column, I have indicated the phonetic nature of the vowel in question. 

A. 1 

I 
div.!,nity 
analI_tical 
lineal 
definition 
confidential 
inf..!.nity 
situation 

B. /\ 

prof!!ndity 
pron~nciation 
renunciation 
southerner 

2 

ay 
divine 
analI_se 
line 
define 
confide 
finite 

aw 

prof_££nd 
pronounce 
renounce 

3 

llY 

finite 
site 

/\W 

south 

These words are all phonetically different but we know words like divine 
and divinity do have something in common. Divine is an adjective meaning 'God
like' and divinity is a noun meaning 'something having a divine quality'. 
Define is a verb meaning 'to make clear' whereas definition is a noun meaning 
'the act of defining'. Pronounce is a verb meaning 'to speak'; pronunciation 
is a noun meaning 'the act of speaking'. These words, then, do have a common 
meaning or something very similar. The words in column 1 contain the same 
morphemes as the corresponding words in columns 2 and 3 but in addition contain 
a suffix or prefix. The meanings of these words are similar and we want to 
express this relationship in the grammar of English. One way to do this is to 
set up an abstract (underlying) representation in which related words are 
identical, apart from the suffix or prefix. 

Before we see if this is possible as far as the above words are concerned, 
let's have a look at the phonetic descriptions of the different sounds we have: 
in table A: 

[I] [ay] [11y] 

high 
front 
lax 

low 
back 
tense 
high glide 

3 

mid 
back 
tense 
high glide 



4 

in table B: 
[A) [aw] (Aw) 
mid low mid 
back back back 
lax tense tense 

round glide round glide 
It is evident that these sounds are phonetically quite different from each other. 
Now let's see if we can decide on a common form for each of our words. Below 
I show possible abstract representations, in which the vowels in question are ~ 
uniformly represented for the words in table A above as high front tense vowel /I/, 
and in table Bas a high back tense vowel /u/. 

A. 1 2 3 
divinity divine 
/dtv!n+ite/ /drv!n/ 

analytical analyse 
/eneli+trkel/ /enelrz/ 

lineal line 
/lrneel/ /lin/ 

definition define 
/defrn+?len/ /defrn/ 

confidential confide 
/k:infidten~el/ /k:mfid/ 

infinity finite 
/1n+frnrt+ite/ /fi'nrt/ 
situation site 
/srt+yuelen/ /srt/ 

profundity profound 
/profiind+ite/ /profUnd/ 

B. 

pronunciation pronounce 
/pronuns+iiden/ /pronuns/ 

renunciation renounce 
/renunc;+iation/ /renuns/ 

southerner south 
/stra+arner/ /sue/ 

By comparing the two forms we can see it is possible to make an abstract 
common form. But why don't we pronounce all the words the same then? What is 
the relationship of the abstract representations /i/, /u/, to the actual phonetic 
form of these words? It is important to realize that when we do say these 
words something regular is happening. Consider again the phonetic form of the 
words in tables A and B, columns 1 and 2 (repeated below in part for ease of 
reference): 

1 

div!.nity 
lineal 
pron.!!_nciation 
s~themer 

2 

divine 
l!,ne 
pron~nce 

south 
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In column one the vowels I have underlined are all phonetically lax whereas 
those in column two are tense. You will notice that the lax vowel always 
appears when it is three or more syllables from the end. Therefore, we can 
make the following generalization: 

Trisyllabie- Laxing 
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Convert the tense vowels /I, u/ to the lax vowels [I, A], respectively, 
when they occur in the third or further syllable from the end, i.e.,!--> I and 
u --> " when followed by two or more syllables. 

/dlvin+itl! ---> divin + Ite 
/anali +t!kal I ---> amaa lI t + Ika 1 
/lineal/ ---> lln +eal 
/def!n+Isan/ ---> ddln +Han 
/konftd+encal/ ---> konfld + encal 
/In+finit+i te/ ---> In + flnlt + e 
/sit+yuesan/ ---> slt + yuesan 
/pro:ffind+i te/ ---> profAnd + !ti! 
/pronuns+edan/ ---> pronAns + Msan 
/renunc;+iation/ ---> ran/\ns + eesan 
/suo+Arnar/ ---> sAo + arnar 

So even though these words in column 1 are pronounced differently from those in 
column 2, it is reasonable enough to say that they have the same underlying 
forms. The generality of trisyllabic laxing makes us pronounce them different. 

Consider the vowels in the words in columns 2 and 3 now. How do we get 
from the underlying forms to the phonetic forms -- the way we actually say 
the words. When we say /I/ we acutally add a glide and say ±ayl and /u/ becomes 
±awl. This is quite general, and so again we have a rule: 

Vowel Shift: 

Convert the tense vowels /I, u/ to the diphthongs tay, aw], respectively, 
i.e., I --> ay and u --> aw. 

Therefore: 

/dlvin/ ---> dlvayn 
/analiz/ ---> amalayz 
/lin/ ---> layn 
/defin/ ---> defayn 
/konfid/ ---> confayd 
/ffnit/ ---> faynayt 
/sit/ ---> sayt 
/pro:ffind/ ---> profawnd 
/pronuns/ ---> pronawns 
/renuns/ ---> ranawns 
/sue/ ---> sawe 

Now we have moved from the abstract underlying forms to the phonetic form 
-- the way we actually articulate the sounds of these words, But is this really 
the way we say all the words? Let's look at these words: finite, site, south, 
and their phonetic forms as we have found them to be: [faynayt], [sayt], [saw9]: 
[confayd], [layn], [pronawns]. Do we pronounce the [ay] in~ the same as 
the [ay] in define? Do we say the [aw] in south the same as the [aw] in pronounce? 
I have found that I don't and this is true for virtually all Canadian speakers 
of English. In some words the [ay] and [aw] seem to be higher, i.e. the vowel 
in the diphthong is not really [a], but rather a mid vowel [A]. The distribution 
is as follows: 
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Although probably all English-speaking Canadians have Canadian Raising, 
it is usually only Central Canadians who have the second version, and most 
Western Canadians lack the stress condition found in the second version. 
That is, most Western Canadians pronounce all the above words with a raised 
diphthong: [tAyp61ogiy]. 

To get these various pronunciations and phonetic forms all we do is 
apply certain rules to common underlying forms. So by setting up these rules 
and common underlying forms, we are able to bring out the relationships among 
phonetically diverse dialects. 
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